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Diana-Lynn Herbst is the Director of Contracts and Compliance for Clogic Defense, a small, woman
owned business that specializes in the design, development, prototyping, and manufacture of armament
products for the Department of Defense. CLogic Defense is an ISO 9001:2008 registered developer of
Armament Products and a winner of four Army Invention of the Year Awards for their efforts on the
Gunner Protection Kit, the Picatinny Blast Shield, the XM32 Abrams Reactive Armor Tile, and the
Overhead Cover. Since 2002, CLogic Defense has been committed to excellence in revolutionizing the
armaments fabrication industry with a first-to-market, asset-light business management model utilizing
unparalleled manufacturing technology to tackle DoD's complex challenges. CLogic Defense has
brought rapid prototyping/fielding of unique force protection and armament solutions for the war fighter
to the Army using precision manufacturing and optical processing. Products produced include electronic
fire control hardware; vehicle integration kits; reactive, active, and passive armor tiles; performance
enhancement add-ons; ballistic barriers; advanced power systems, gun cradle, platform, mounting, and
recoil assemblies.
Diana was hired by CLogic Defense in May of 2008 after a 24 year career with the US Army. As a
Strategic Planning Officer for US Army ARDEC, METC, she was responsible for identifying,
developing, and managing emerging and enabling technologies to fulfill mission requirements to include
major programs for PM-DEMIL, Defense Acquisition Center, DARPA, and TACOM. As the ARDEC
Project Officer for the Army's Ammunition and Propellant Surveillance Laboratory for 16 years, she
managed a number of major ammunition test programs for the Joint Munitions Command that assured
the safety of the Army's stockpile in storage and in use, conducted high visibility malfunction and
deficiency investigations and a large number of accident and explosion investigations for DoD, the ATF,
and other Government agencies.
She has twenty-one (21) years hands-on field experience with the test, evaluation, and demilitarization
of large caliber artillery and tank ammunition. She served for ten years as the Chairperson of the Joint
Ordnance Command Group's (JOCG) Propellant Safety Board, as a technical advisor and investigator to
the Operations Support Commands' Special Investigations Board and as the Army representative to the
NATO subcommittee for the development of joint explosives and ammunition testing and evaluation
criteria for NATO.

